
Your Mission:  Your four spaceships are orbiting a dying star that is emitting more and more 
energy in its final hours.  You must jockey for position to collect as many energy bursts as possible 
before the star goes supernova and explodes.  However, you only have a limited energy supply to 
split between your ships on each turn; it is never possible to power all of them!  All of your ships, 
however, will be pulled toward the star by its intensely fluctuating gravity.

The Star Cards:  This deck changes slightly every game you play, but it will always yield up its 
white cards first, then its yellow cards, then its red cards.  Each type of card increases the intensity 
and danger (and possible reward) of the energy bursts being emitted.  The current star card reveals 
the Gravity Number for the current round (which determines how many spaces each of your ships is 
pulled toward the star) as well as how far energy bursts (cubes) will move at the end of the round, 
and which new cubes will appear.

Turns and Rounds:  A round consists of each player taking one turn, and then a Star Action.  
When a round is complete, the Next card becomes the Current card and a new Next card is drawn. 
Pass the First Player Token clockwise.  Due to the passing of the First Player Token, each round will 
have a different starting player and end player.  Thus, certain rounds you will find that you have an 
advantage, and others that you have a disadvantage.

Power Profile:  This is the distribution of
energy that you will use on your turn.  You have
four options, and must choose one of them at
the beginning of your turn:

Your Profile determines how many ships you will power on this turn, and how many Boost Points 
(BPs), each will receive.  Your Power Profile must be declared before moving any ships.



Moving Ships:  Once you’ve chosen your Power Profile, move all of your ships, beginning with the
one closest to the star.  First, choose whether or not you will “power” that ship.  If not, simply move it
forward (toward the star) by the number of spaces equal to the current round’s Gravity Number 
(shown at the top of the current star card).  If you will power it, you may 
either move its gravity spaces and then expend BPs to move it further, 
or expend your BPs to move it, then move its gravity spaces.  You may
do these in either order, but may not mix them together.

Under powered movement, each space you move (forward or backward)
costs 1 BP.  Orbit Jumping from one orbit ring to an adjacent one (higher
or lower, to a space touching yours) costs 4 BP.

If one of your ships lands on a clear cube (i.e., ends all of its movement
for good on that space), you slide forward or backward (your choice) to
the next available space and gain 4 BPs to use on this turn.  These
bonus BPs cannot be applied to the current ship (it has ended its
movement), but can be distributed, in whatever proportion, to any
powered ships that you haven’t moved yet (if any).

You can also “spend” one or more cubes in your Energy Supply for extra BPs to be used on this turn, 
apportioned to any powered ship.  Clear cubes are worth 3 BP; yellow cubes are worth 4 BP.

Landing on Ships:  If you land on (land = finish your ship’s movement for the turn) another ship 
of any color, you must choose to slide either forward or backward to the next available space.  In 
rare cases, this could cause your ship to be destroyed.  You may never land on or slide through a ship
that is part of a Blockade formation.

Landing on Cubes:  Consult your Player Board to determine what happens when you land on 
different colored cubes.

Special Actions:  You may, on your turn, spend cubes in your Energy Supply to perform a special 
action, including an Orbit Bump (pushes an orbit-adjacent ship or cube a whole orbit farther away), a
Laser Blast (but only if your ship performing the blast is in a Blockade formation; this pushes the 
ship in front of your formation forward to the next available space), or a Ship Revive (recovers a lost 
ship).

Star Action:  After all players have taken a turn, a round ends with a star action.  Starting from 
the cube farthest away from the star, move it farther away still by the number of spaces indicated by 
the black number on the current star card.  Do this for all cubes on the board.  Then, release new 
cubes onto the board, originating from the star, as depicted on the current star card.

Cube Effects:  If a cube moves through or lands on one of your ships during the Star Action, 
consult your Player Board to determine the effect on your ship.  If a shield is required and your ship 
is not part of a Shield formation, you may spend one yellow cube (if you have one) to create an 
emergency shield.  If your ship is part of a Collector Fulcrum and a clear cube moves through or 
lands on you, you collect it.   If your ship is destroyed by a clear or red cube, remove it from the 
board.  It could still be Revived as a special action on a future turn.

End of Game:  When the third and final red star card has been resolved as a star action, the star 
explodes, ending the game.  Your yellow and red cubes are now cashed in for Victory Points.  The 
player with the most VPs wins!


